
            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

     
            

            

            

    

            

            

            

            

 
  

 

 
            

            

            

            

            

            

            

     

            

    

News and information. 
Welcome back to Mrs Gray and we look forward to her supporting Year 6 at this crucial time of year in the build up to the 

SATs. 

Laudato Si 

We continue to base work around this important concept and in our science lessons this week we have been discussing how 

natural disasters and weather phenomena can be in part caused by the actions of humans and how we can mitigate this. 

Parents in 
Partnership 

Number Task: Spring 2 Week 2 

Name      (Y6) 

Maths 

This week we have recapped the relationship between measures including distance, mass and volume. For example, how can 

we express 25 meters as centimetres or kilometres? We have also reasoned which measure is the most appropriate when 

expressing a distance, mass or volume? 

 

RE 

We are continuing to explore the Liturgical season of Lent and this week have spent some time studying and gaining a 

deeper insight into the story of The Rich Man & Lazarus. We have examined how our actions both good and bad can have a 

profound effect upon both ourselves and those around us. 

My child’s response to the tasks. 

Literacy and Topic 

 

The last two weeks we have been 

looking at how to describe and develop 

character in our narrative writing. We 

have created characters, given them 

dialogue and movement and are now at 

the point of using them in stories. The 

children have enjoyed comparing their 

own creations with those from well- 

known children’s books. 

 

In topic lessons we have begun to 

research and investigate fossils, how 

they are formed and what they can 

tell us about life on this planet. We 

have created a timeline ordering the 

earth’s history and now will study 

individual fossils in more detail.  

 

 

  

Spelling and Grammar 

 

Spelling 

 

In spelling this week we have been revising tricky endings to words. For example, 

we have looked at the ending, ‘ance’ and ‘ence’ and ‘cial’ and ‘tial’ and a variety of 

words that take these endings. We have drawn up word lists of those words we 

found particularly hard to spell. 

 

Grammar 

 

This week we have continued to recap on verbs, adverbs and adjectives, We have 

identified their role in language and recapped their definitions before identifying 

them in excerpts of written work and then utilizing effective verbs etc. in our 

own writing.  

 

We have also looked at parenthesis and when best to use either brackets, 

commas or dashes. We will now use these when planning writing that employs 

these devices. 

 

  


